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India is confronted with an agrarian crisis and mass hunger, despite 
producing enough food to feed itself. This paper argues that the country 
needs urgent action to protect the universal right to food, prioritize land 
reforms, and sustainably revive agrarian productivity. 
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Introduction 
India is home to a quarter of the world’s hungry people.1

Stellar economic growth has not proved to be the promised silver bullet either. Following 
the wave of neoliberal economic reforms in 1991 India’s GDP has doubled,5 but despite 
this 53 million more people now go to bed hungry every night.6 The media also 
frequently chronicle heart-rending accounts of deaths due purely to starvation.7 

 Since the Green Revolution2 the 
country has produced enough to feed itself,3 but it has not yet been able to wipe out mass 
hunger, which haunts the landscape of the countryside and lurks in the narrow alleys of 
urban slums. Currently, 40 per cent of the population is malnourished – a decrease of 
only 10 per cent over the past three decades.4 

To make matters worse, food prices have recently soared.8 Poor families, who spend 
more than 60 per cent of their incomes on food,9 are increasingly struggling to stretch 
their meagre household budgets.  

Unfortunately, small farmers have not benefited from high retail prices either, as they 
usually receive far less for their produce.10 In fact in the past 15 years, in an 
unprecedented wave, a quarter of a million farmers crippled by debt have chosen to 
commit suicide.11 

Clearly, the country is in the midst of both an agrarian crisis and a nutrition crisis.  

Lopsided development 
The root cause of this dual-edged tragedy is India’s lopsided development. Historically, 
for generations socio-economic advancement has bypassed the majority of the 
population. Even in the recent surge towards modernity, three systemic trends of 
impoverishment are evident: jobless growth, diminishing agrarian returns, and social 
exclusion. 
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Figure 1: Share of agriculture in India’s GDP 

                               
Source: World Development Indicators 
http://data.worldbank.org/indicator/NV.AGR.TOTL.ZS/countri 
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Jobless growth12 

Since the 1980s, average family incomes have increased rapidly.13 However, the educated 
elite have cornered most of these gains. Many of them work in the service sector, which 
includes Bangalore’s celebrated call centres. But though this booming sector as a whole 
produces half of the country’s GDP, it employs only one-quarter of the workforce.  

Indian factories have also failed to create sufficient low-skilled, labour-intensive jobs,14 in 
a country where one-third of the population is illiterate.15 So, with few alternatives in 
sight, more than half of the country’s working-age adults toil in the fields. However, they 
produce only one-fifth of India’s GDP and hunger often stalks rural homes.16  

Agrarian returns are diminishing 
Two-thirds of India’s poor people live in this feudal rural landscape.17 Here, access to 
land is all important. But even after decades of failed land reforms, 41 per cent of rural 
households are effectively landless.18 Furthermore, three-quarters of farm owners possess 
only subsistence plots of less than one hectare (Figure 2), from which they are barely able 
to eke out a living. 

Worse still, since the 1990s, economic policies have sidelined agriculture, which has 
slipped into a deep crisis.19 While the government’s agrarian investments have shrunk, 
the number of indebted smallholder farmers has doubled.20 In the past five years, per 
capita food production has also declined21 and the yields for rice have been virtually flat.22 
Even in the lush wheat fields of the northern state of Punjab, farmers complain that the 
increases in productivity experienced after the Green Revolution in the 1970s are a 
distant memory.23 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Rawal (2008) ‘Ownership Holdings of Land in Rural India: Putting the Record Straight’, 
Economic and Political Weekly, 8 March 2008, p. 43–47 

Figure 2: Distribution of agricultural land area among rural households 
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With these odds stacked against them, 40 per cent of farmers across India admitted in a 
2005 survey that, if given a choice, they would prefer to quit farming.24 

Social exclusion 
Caste, which has regimented occupational choices in India for generations, also plays a 
role in aggravating poverty and hunger (Figure 3). For example, the majority of dalits (i.e. 
scheduled castes25) remain landless.  

For decades too, large dams, steel mills, and other ‘temples of modern India’26 have 
displaced millions of indigenous tribal adivasis (scheduled tribes27), who are among the 
most impoverished of India’s people, from their traditional homes.28 Civil society was 
able recently to sustain pressure to oust the British mining conglomerate Vedanta from 
the tribal habitat of the bauxite-rich Niyamgiri hills,29 but this victory was an exception to 
the wider trend of industrial acquisition.30 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The traditional family structure also breeds subtle forms of social exclusion. Women 
often eat last and least. Two-thirds of girls are married as teenagers:31 in fact, the vicious 
inter-generational cycle of malnutrition often starts with an anaemic, under-age, illiterate, 
and impoverished mother. Thirty per cent of Indian children are born underweight – one 
of the highest proportions in the world.32 

 

Figure 3: Malnutrition levels based on caste and tribe 
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Source: Fred Arnold, Sulabha Parasuraman, P. Arokiasamy, and Monica Kothari (2009) 
‘Nutrition in India. National Family Health Survey (NFHS-3), India, 2005–06’, Mumbai: 
International Institute for Population Sciences; ICF Macro: Calverton, Maryland, USA. Men and 
women refer to (married) adults in the 15–49 age groups. 
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Seeds of change 
In the midst of this overwhelming national hunger crisis, many progressive strands of 
change have emerged, from both Indian civil and political society. 

Social movements 
Incensed by the injustice of widespread deaths from starvation despite mountains of 
excess food-grains in state granaries,33 in 2001 influential activists launched the Right to 
Food Campaign.34 Since then they have waged a decade-long battle to address the hunger 
crisis, using multiple democratic advocacy tools. For example, public interest litigation in 
the Supreme Court has forced the government to deliver freshly cooked school meals to 
130 million children every day.   

Other civil society initiatives include media coverage of farmer suicides,35 which helped 
push the central government to implement a one-off farm debt waiver in 2008–09.36  

Political populism 
The creation in 2004 of the National Advisory Council, which in 2010 began a second 
term, has also boosted momentum for civil society to directly influence social policies. 
This institution, chaired by the ruling Congress Party president Sonia Gandhi, has 
provided the necessary political will to push through groundbreaking legislative 
changes.  

The National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA) (2005), for example, drafted in 
the first term of the NAC and in 2009–10 provided work to 54 million rural households. It 
is also believed to have been a significant vote-catcher in the re-election of the Congress 
Party to power in the 2009 elections, in the world’s largest democracy.  

The National Food Security Bill (NFSB), which the NAC in its second term is currently 
drafting, aims to create more enduring legal entitlements to prevent hunger.37 However, 
many states in the federal structure are already many steps ahead. Tamil Nadu, Kerala, 
Andhra Pradesh, and Chhattisgarh have long experimented with populist electoral 
promises of cheap food-grains and other subsidies.  

Diluted nutrition 
Prolonged tugs-of-war between various democratic power centres have eroded India’s 
fight against hunger. The 2010 Supreme Court censure38 concerning rotting food-grains in 
overflowing granaries even led the Prime Minister to question the very role of judicial 
activism in policy formulation.39 

Power centres 
At the centre, the diarchy40 within the ruling Congress Party has further diluted a number 
of visionary anti-hunger initiatives. For example, the NAC’s draft NFSB41, based on 
negotiations with the government, has missed an historic opportunity to do away with 
the ineffective practice of targeting42 poor households to deliver subsidised food-grain.43 

Although the PM’s Council on Nutrition has also finally met after more than two years, 
its plans44 to revamp the 35-year-old Integrated Child Development Scheme (ICDS) across 
ministries also appear to be piecemeal.45 

As a result of this prolonged apathy, a number of social protection interventions remain 
woefully underfunded by the centre and inefficiently implemented by most states, and 
are thus incapable of making any meaningful dent on hunger. The NREGA, for example, 
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even after five years provides households with only half of the 100 days of work 
guaranteed each year.46  

To add to this mismanagement, economists and bureaucrats in key central ministries, 
including the influential Planning Commission, remain in favour of fiscal prudence and 
further shrinking of the role of the state. Cash transfers are the latest buzzword and the 
Finance Minister has already set in motion processes to use these to replace subsidised 
farmers’ fertilisers and household cooking fuel.47 

Governance deficit 
Endemic corruption has also permeated all levels of governance. It is estimated that 30–
70 per cent of the subsidised food-grains distributed through half a million fair-price 
ration shops are routinely diverted to the black market.48  

The Right to Information (RTI Act) (2005), which revolutionalised social audits as a tool 
for challenging corruption, has also struggled to overcome stiff opposition from the 
entrenched politician–bureaucrat–contractor nexus. 

Neither does the Finance Minister’s recent budget speech for 2011–12 offer any hope for 
reviving agriculture.49 In fact, experts argue that it sounds the death knell for agricultural 
extension services.50 Instead, the emphasis is on corporate tax waivers, even though 
Indian companies are blatantly indulging in land grabs in Africa.51 The proposed entry of 
multinational retail supermarket giants to the Indian market could be the final nail in the 
coffin for small farmers and retailers.52 

Future shock 
Every year, 18 million people are added to India’s population, more than the entire 
population of Chile.53 In the next 20 years, with the structural shift towards urbanisation, 
290 million more Indians will live in cities and towns.54 Not only will they have to be fed 
from the rural countryside, but the pressures on water and land are expected to multiply. 

However, already Indian agriculture can barely cope. Vast expanses of Indian farmland 
are un-irrigated and are at the mercy of increasingly erratic annual rains. Over-
exploitation of groundwater is already a lived reality in many parts of India. Over-use of 
fertilisers on large farms55 and depletion of natural resources also threaten agrarian 
productivity. In ecological terms, only one-third of Indian farmland remains in good 
health.56 

Studies predict that India will continue to be able to produce enough cereals to keep pace 
with the projected increase in population till 2020, but this assumes a healthy increase in 
productivity.57 But that apart, Indian agriculture will continue to struggle to keep pace 
with changing diets. The vagaries of climate change, especially in drought-prone areas, 
will further add to this vulnerability. 

Call to action 
In the past decade, India has made some headway in the battle against inter-generational 
hunger. But the opportunity to redistribute the gains of sustained economic growth has 
been lost. The main culprit is entrenched inequality in the modes of production and 
distribution of food.  

India’s democracy has proved to be both its strength and its weakness. While the 
progressive Right to Food campaign has had sporadic successes, a decade after its 
formation the tragedy of excess food grains rotting in granaries has been repeated.58 
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At this current sluggish pace of change, India will halve hunger only by 2083 – nearly 70 
years after the MDG deadline.59 To accelerate momentum, effective implementation of the 
NFSB will be key. However, a real game changer would need a renewed emphasis on 
land reform60 and a sustainable revival of agrarian productivity. 
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